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1. Introduction
The developments of the fields of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Information Retrieval
(IR) have followed parallel streams with both achieving significant impact in the early part of the
21st century. The intersection of these two areas engages an active community of researchers who
have influenced user interfaces for World Wide Web (WWW) sites and search engines
(Marchionini, 2006). The roots of this confluence of research were nourished by pioneers in
several areas, including hypertext and later in digital libraries. Of particular importance is the
work of Ben Shneiderman and his collaborators at the University of Maryland‘s HumanComputer Interaction Laboratory (HCIL). Shneiderman not only served as an inspirational
leader for others aiming to understand how people search for and use digital resources, but he
also is a hands-on pioneer in developing novel user interfaces that support the informationseeking process. Although his work has significant impact in other HCI areas as well, the focus
on this paper is the current state of effective and usable systems for information seeking.
The development of personal computing in the late 1970s inspired computer scientists and
psychologists to collaborate on making computing accessible to non-specialists. The
development of alternatives to command line interactions was led by innovations such as
graphical user interfaces and pointing devices. Shneiderman‘s seminal paper in 1983
(Shneiderman, 1983) provided a theoretical framework for the concept of direct manipulation,
which posited principles for designing interactive user interfaces. This work laid the foundation
for many of the later HCIL designs for search systems and the general rubric of dynamic query
systems (Shneiderman, 1994). Advances in computational power allowed theories of hypertext
posited by Bush (1945) and Nelson (1983) to be implementable, and the 1980s saw the
emergence of hypertext systems such as Guide at the University of Kent, NoteCards at Xerox
PARC, and HyperTies at HCIL. One of the important aspects of HyperTies was the concept that
Shneiderman called ―embedded menus,‖ that foreshadowed the inline hyperlinks in today‘s Web
pages (Koved & Shneiderman, 1986). The development of Apple‘s HyperCard system advanced
the applications of hypertext and Shneiderman and his colleagues focused attention on
information structuring and evaluation, including one of the earliest papers on link analysis
(Botafogo & Shneiderman, 1991). While these high-profile activities were underway,
Shneiderman built upon his database background to address issues of retrieval. In collaboration
with colleagues in psychology, a series of studies of library catalogs were undertaken and
eventually led to a program of installing and testing touch panel workstations at the Library of
Congress. The emergence of the WWW sparked new design challenges and led to the concept of
dynamic query interfaces in the 1990s that anticipated the highly interactive AJAX techniques of
the early years of the new century.
Inspired by the development of HyperTies and other efforts at HCIL, Marchionini and
Shneiderman (1988) presented a framework for information seeking that distinguished classical
query-based search strategies from highly interactive, browse-based search strategies, putting the
focus on user-control over the search process. Two main themes of such systems are the
involvement of an informed information seeker who takes active control over the search process,
and the view that search is an iterative process that is embedded in real problems rather than a
discrete, self-contained activity. These themes suggest that good search systems must put the
user in control, provide support for all the subactivities of the search process across all iterations,

including helping people understand and make use of search results. Thus our overall goal is to
provide effortless searcher control services to achieve fluid and productive searcher experience.
This paper uses an information-seeking framework to discuss progress to date in realizing such a
goal, with focus on a small number of important recent results.
The paper is organized as follows. The information-seeking process is first described and the
different subactivities are used to discuss the state of support and in some cases illustrate progress
with results from recent studies by the authors. We conclude with thoughts about integrated
systems that support information seeking and implications for future development.
2. Information-Seeking Process
Information seeking is taken to be a human activity that is part of some larger life activity. It
might take place in a few seconds or over a lifetime, may be highly discrete or it may be
integrated into the rhythms of daily life. Colloquially, information seeking and search are
synonymous, however, we make the distinction that information seeking is a uniquely human
activity and search can be undertaken by both machines and humans. Thus, most of what is
termed information retrieval or information search in the WWW are actually the search episodes
in a human‘s information-seeking activity that leverage information technology. Although
information seeking is driven by human needs and behaviors and thus highly variable, there are
several common subactivities that may be supported by good technical design. Ultimately, welldesigned search systems aim to support these subactivities and the overall information seeking
process. At present, most search systems focus on one or a few of these subactivities. As long as
they are compatible with other kinds of information processing applications that support the
larger goals that motivate search, this is adequate, although we look for more comprehensive
systems in the future.
There is a variety of frameworks for information-seeking behavior (e.g., Ellis, 1989; Ingwersen &
Jarvelin, 2005; Kulthau, 1991; Wilson, 1997) and here we adopt one that emerged as the first
author collaborated with Shneiderman in the early years of the HCIL. Marchionini (1995), has
described the information-seeking process as a set of activities that people undertake in a
progressive and diversely iterative manner. The information seeker first recognizes a need for
information and accepts the challenge to take action to fulfill the need. These subactivities are
primarily cognitive and affective respectively and traditionally foreshadow actions that involve
search systems. A problem formulation activity follows acceptance and involves the
information seeker conceptualizing the bounds of the information need, imagining the nature and
form of information that will meet the need, and identifying possible sources of information
pertinent to the need. This activity typically does not involve a search system. Once the
information need has been formulated sufficiently to take action, a search system is used to
express the information need. Problem expression is strongly constrained by the system‘s user
interface and thus this is an activity that has attracted considerable attention from the design
community. In all but simple lookup situations, people tend to express and re-express their need
over several iterations depending on what transpires as they interact with the system. Every
expression act generates some kind of response from a search system and the information seeker
engages in one or more examination of results activities. This activity tends to take the most
time of all the information seeking activities as people read/view/listen to intermediate and
primary content. Typically there are many results to consider and so there are many subiterations within this activity. Often, examination of the results does not yield the sought
information or sufficient information, and the information seeker re-expresses the need or
reformulates the problem. System support for these reformulations is also an active area of
research. At some point, the information seeker makes a decision to stop the search and use the

found information. Most search systems do not address information use. However the trend in
interactive systems is to collapse the temporal gaps and distinctions in these subactivities so that
they are tightly coupled or concurrent. Thus far, good progress has been made in integrating need
expression, results examination, and reformulation activities. This paper uses these information
seeking activities as an organizing framework for surveying the state of development with special
emphasis on our own work which has been influenced by Shneiderman‘s passion for user control
and empirical studies of innovative designs that give people control over information resources.
2.1 Recognize, accept, and formulate the Problem.
In the pre electronic era, most information needs arose in distinctly different physical settings
than where search took place. For example, needs arose in face-to-face conversations, work
places, and classrooms, and people turned to printed resources at hand, other people, or libraries
to satisfy those needs. Clearly, needs still arise in these physical settings today, however, in
today‘s homes, workplaces, and schools large amounts of time is spent in front of computer
screens that themselves are both the stimuli for information needs and the sources for
information. These work settings offers new opportunities for systems to provide support for
recognition, acceptance, and formulation. Although recognition is ultimately up to human
perception and cognition, electronic systems support alerting mechanisms and communication
tools that identify needs or recommend new information sources.
Acceptance is strongly dependent on constraints of time. Thus, having the sources at hand rather
than physically separate from the need stimulus can itself diminish one barrier to accepting the
information need. If an information need arises while one works online it is much more likely
that it will be accepted if a search system is at hand rather than if one must travel to a library or
seek out a teacher or mentor. Easy to use and effective search systems also help people gain
confidence to accept more information problems. Norman (2002) has argued that good design
aesthetics improve system effectiveness and well-designed search systems at hand may also
influence people to more readily accept information problems.
Problem formulation determines the effectiveness of a search and strongly determines the
efficiency of a search. In intermediated search settings, problem formulation takes the form of a
reference interview where the reference librarian asks questions about what is already known
about the information need and what kinds of results would be useful to meet the need. Most
searching does not have the benefit of professional intermediation and thus information seekers
must give voice to their need alone. This mainly reduces to identifying words or phrases to use
and selecting a search system, with issues like what kind of result (e.g., formal academic paper,
raw data set, short article, photograph) and veracity of source kept implicit. Key success will
ultimately depend on how well the information. Tools such as note pads, calendars, thesauri,
encyclopedias, dictionaries, blogs and wikis can be consulted to help in problem formulation and
good search systems will either integrate them or make them easily accessible on the WWW or in
software applications and operating systems. In cases where problems are not well-formulated,
browsing in generally pertinent resources can help to sharpen the focus, and in some cases solve
the information problem at the cost of efficiency.
HCI and IR researchers are working to find ways to leverage information seeker and system
context to support problem formulation through such tools as implicit and explicit recommender
systems (e.g., Herlocker et al., 2004) and user interfaces that take advantage of usage histories
(Komlodi et al., 2006). A recent trend is to find ways to leverage information technology to
support and enhance creativity. Once again, Shneiderman is among the champions of this
difficult and provocative research direction. His book, Leonardo‘s Laptop (2005) presents a

vision of tools that support human creativity, including the creativity required to formulate
information needs.
2.2. Problem expression.
Once the problem has been formulated in the mind of the searcher, it is necessary for them to
perform a number of activities: they must select the collection they are going to search and the
search system they are going to use, specify their problem in a way that is understood by the
search system, and submit their query for system processing. These activities comprise the
problem expression phase of the information-seeking process. Given the perceived coverage and
efficiency of commercial Web search engines such as Google1, Yahoo!2, or Windows Live
Search3, the issues of system/source selection and query execution are trivial for most of today‘s
users. Although, when users know where the relevant material is located, they generally
prefer to limit their searches to that library, collection, or range of documents (Shneiderman,
Byrd & Croft, 1998). In this section we focus mainly on query formulation since this is an area
where improvements can have a significant impact on information-seeking effectiveness
(Marchionini, 1992).
Since the quality of queries directly affects the quality of search results (Croft & Thompson,
1987), considerable attention has been paid to eliciting complete and accurate problem
descriptions from information seekers. Query formulation requires two types of mappings: a
semantic mapping of the information seeker‘s vocabulary used to articulate the task onto the
system‘s vocabulary used to gain access to the content, and an action mapping of the strategies
and tactics that the information seeker deems best to forward the task to the rules and features that
the system interface allows (Marchionini, 1995). The search queries that emerge from query
formulation are only an approximate, or ―compromised‖ information need (Taylor, 1968), and
may fall short of the description necessary to retrieve relevant documents simply because the
vocabularies of the user and the system differ too greatly (Furnas et al., 1987).
To address differences in the semantic mapping between the information seeker‘s task vocabulary
and the system vocabulary it is necessary to augment either or both representations to bring them
into alignment. One way to do this is to dynamically expand the vocabulary of the system based
on users‘ querying behavior and the observed frequency with which terms are used to retrieve
documents. This technique is known as adaptive indexing (Furnas, 1985), and makes use of the
keywords typed by users to perform commands or retrieve documents, to assign additional
indexing terms to the documents in the collection. In the search domain, if many users type a
query, then visit a particular document, the terms in that query can be assigned as additional
indexing terms for that document, potentially improving future retrieval performance. The query
completion and spelling correction facilities offered by search engines such as Google or
Windows Live Search – either as a toolbar add-in or on their results page – represent ways in
which systems can refine a user‘s description of their information needs rather than refining a
system‘s descriptions of its documents. Query completion is often offered as a drop-down list
below a query entry text box that is populated with popular query statements containing the same
prefix as the query currently being typed. Spelling correction is generally offered on the results
page as a clickable hyperlink after a query has been submitted containing a potentially misspelled
word. Both of these techniques leverage the query logs generated during the search activity of
many millions of Web users to help predict what the intended query formulation should be. The
difference between query completion and – the better known – query expansion (c.f. Efthimiadis,
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1996) lies in when the recommendations are offered during the search. Query completion is
offered as the user types their query statement, and query expansion is offered after they execute
their search. As we will describe in more detail in this section‘s example, query completion has
the potential to positively impact query quality for the initial formulation (i.e., before the user has
seen any search results), and query expansion can positively impact query quality in subsequent
iterations (White & Marchionini, 2006).
Action mappings take possible sets of actions to the inputs that a search system can recognize,
and therefore limit how queries may be expressed. The success of simple interface design
adopted in commercial Web search engines has meant that many users are unfamiliar with
anything other than the most basic of query forms, supporting simple keyword entry. Given that
users typically now only visit one system (e.g., Google) and one collection (e.g., the Web), to
conduct most of their searching, this presents an opportunity for such systems to act as portals
and offer a broader range of services, including different ways to articulate queries than are
currently available through the simple textual query input forms.
Search systems typically allow Boolean expressions and offer advanced search operators such as
quotation marks that can improve the precision of search results, but must be learned and
included in query statements. However, most users are unaware of these operators, mainly
because their use is not publicized and the interface to compose queries with them is hidden from
initial view. As a result, most users lack the additional skills required to formulate well-defined
query statements. One approach that has proven effective is to train searchers to pose better
queries by using thesauri (e.g., Sihvonen & Vakkari, 2004), or learning systematic search
strategies (e.g., Bates, 1979). Although this is a good way of empowering users, it can be
difficult to do on a large scale, and many users are generally more concerned with solving their
information problems than learning how to search. Since teaching users querying skills may not
be a viable option, systems must provide alternative, user-friendly ways to rapidly specify and
refine queries.
It is possible to provide a wide range of interaction styles to support the information-seeker in
expressing their problem. Such techniques include expert system intermediaries (Croft &
Thompson, 1987; Fox & France, 1987), query-by-example (Zloof, 1975) dynamic thesauri
(Suomela & Kekäläinen, 2005), or through eliciting details of the context that lies behind the
problem (Kelly, Dollu & Fu, 2005). The Query-by-Image-Content (QBIC) system (Flickner et
al., 1995) allows users to query based on the visual properties of images such as color
percentages, color layout, and textures occurring in the images. Such queries use the visual
properties of images, so you can match colors, textures and their positions without describing
them in words. Content based queries are often combined with text and keyword predicates to get
powerful retrieval methods for image and multimedia databases. Embedded menus (Koved &
Shneiderman, 1986), as described earlier, can be applied to hypertext links to consider the context
in which they reside when menu items are selected. This could allow systems to better
disambiguate user intentions. In addition, search systems can also provide hierarchical or faceted
stimuli that surface the underlying organizational structure of the collection being searched and
the attributes of documents that could be retrieved. Systems such as Flamenco (Hearst, 2006)
provide hierarchical faceted categories of labels that are reflective of relevant concepts in a
domain, and allow users to select category labels to express their problem and refine subsequent
searches. Phlat (Cutrell et al., 2006) and Stuff I‘ve Seen (Dumais et al., 2003) exploit the wide
and varied associative and contextual cues that people remember about their own information to
help them formulate queries and browse results. An interesting feature of these systems is that
they allow users to assign metadata to documents to support future information-seeking episodes

Once the information need has been specified to a level that is agreeable to the information
seeker, the search is then executed. The submission of a query to a search system typically marks
the end of an iteration of the problem formulation phase of the information-seeking process. The
separation of query creation, submission, and result examination (which will be addressed in the
next section) may mean that users have to iterate many times to express their problem correctly.
However, dynamic queries (Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1992), allow users to formulate query
statements with graphical widgets, such as sliders. As these widgets are manipulated, the system
adjusts visualizations of the underlying data in real-time to allow users to easily identify trends
and exceptions. Although dynamic queries are generally only of use for structured domains, they
are incredibly powerful at supporting information exploration activities, and provide users with a
useful set of visual stimuli (in the form of the sliders) that constrain how their problem can be
specified. Dynamic overviews and previews – such as those offered in the Relation Browser
(Marchionini & Brunk, 2003) – give the user information on the predicted effect of issuing the
query through mouse brushing and mouse hover operations without the cognitive interruption of
waiting for the retrieval of search results.
Search systems also can use traces gathered from the interaction of other users either within a
document or between documents, to suggest alternative courses of action to the current user. The
notion of ―wear‖ on parts of a document (Hill et al., 1992) or ―footprints‖ between documents
(Wexelblat & Maes, 1999) give a clear indication to users about where other users have been that
may be useful to them in making decisions about where they should spend their time. Research
in the area of information scent has also tried to characterize and visualize the search behavior of
users within particular Web domains (Chi, Pirolli & Pitkow, 2000). Systems offering mediated
searching capabilities (Muresan & Harper, 2002), assume the role of the human mediator or
intermediary searcher, and interact with the user to support her exploration of a relatively small
source collection, chosen to be representative for the problem domain. Based on the user‘s
selection of relevant ―exemplary‖ documents and clusters from this source collection, the system
builds a language model of her information need. This model is subsequently used to derive
―mediated queries,‖ which are expected to convey precisely and comprehensively the user‘s
information need, and can be submitted by the user to search any large and heterogeneous ―target
collections.‖ This familiarizes the user with the subject area, helps them conceptualize their
problem internally, and assists them in creating potentially powerful queries before exploring the
full collection.
It is important to note that all of these techniques involve the user as an active participant in the
specification and manipulation of problem descriptions. Techniques such as query completion
and dynamic queries go a step further in that query specification is coupled closely with result
examination, facilitating a fluid dialog between user and system that is vital for effective
information access.
2.2.1. Example: A study of query completion.
In this example we describe and evaluate a query completion technique to support the rapid
formulation and refinement of query statements for Web search. As a searcher enters their query
in a text box at the interface, the interface provides a list of suggested additional query terms
generated from the intermediate retrieved results, in effect offering query expansion options while
the query is formulated. The terms are shown in a ―Recommended words‖ list situated between
the text box and the submit button used to execute the query. In Figure 1 we show a screenshot
of the query completion component.

Figure 1. Term suggestions in real-time at the interface. The list of “Recommended words”
updates after each query word is typed in the text box. In this example the searcher has
just pressed the spacebar.4
The additional query terms in the list act as a form of dynamic result preview, simultaneously
removing the need for users to submit their query before seeing the key terms in the top search
results, and supporting query formulation by suggesting alternative terms at a time where
searchers may benefit most from this support (i.e., during initial query formulation). This
implementation is different from that offered by Google or Windows Live Search described
earlier. Those implementations use query logs to auto-complete the query rather than extracting
important terms from the search results. As a result, they are more representative of what others
are searching for than of what would be found if the query were to be executed. Thus, the query
completion technique gives users a brief look ahead to results.
In order to determine how query completion is used – and when it may be useful – we conducted
a user study involving 36 subjects in which we compared three search interfaces: a baseline
interface with no query formulation support; the query completion interface (QueryCompletion),
and a third interface that provides options after queries have been submitted to a search system
(QueryExpansion). In particular, we used the data derived from the study to assess the quality of
the queries generated across known-item and exploratory search tasks. Query quality is a
complex construct that is dependent on many factors such as the searcher‘s knowledge about the
need, search experience, system experience, and the mapping between the need and the
information source. As an estimate of query quality we employed a panel of two judges who
independently assessed the quality of every query expressed for all subjects using a 5-point scale.
The judges met with one of the experimenters and discussed ways to assign values. The basic
agreement was to examine the task, conduct a search, and then identify the key concepts in the
task to use as basis for judging the subject queries. The judges then coded queries for one task
together to establish a common rating scheme.
An analysis of query quality showed that offering query completion improved the quality of
initial queries for both known-item and exploratory tasks, making it potentially useful during the
initiation of a search, when searchers may be in most need of support. If query completion
techniques are capable of enhancing the quality of some queries, and do not have a detrimental
effect on other aspects of search performance, then there is a case for them to be implemented as
a feature of all search systems. A promising characteristic of query completion is that it does not
force searchers to use it, or indeed do anything radically beyond the scope of their normal search
activities. Additional analysis of the findings, presented in (White & Marchionini, 2007), shows
that compared to post-retrieval query expansion, query completion lowers task completion times,
4
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increases searcher engagement, and increases the uptake of system suggestions (44% of queries
used suggestions in QueryCompletion versus 28% of queries used suggestions in
QueryExpansion). In addition, our findings suggest that query completion made searchers more
involved in their search and led to higher user satisfaction. However, the time at which query
recommendations were offered did not affect the number of query terms, or the number of query
iterations.
The QueryExpansion system offered query recommendations next to search results and led on
average to the highest query quality across all queries. This may be because the system provided
two types of support: searchers were shown the query recommendations, and they were shown
the titles, abstracts, and URLs of the documents from which those terms were derived. The
presence of this information may provide an additional source from which to choose terms, but
perhaps more importantly, gives practiced, motivated searchers a sense of the type of documents
that their query retrieved, and a sense for the context within which query modification terms
occur in the collection.
An important finding from our study is that despite the effectiveness of query completion, it has
the potential to introduce query skew if any of the recommendations are ambiguous5. If the
technique is to be implemented for large-scale use, then care must be taken to implement it in
such a way as to offer searchers some information about the predicted effect of their query
formulation decisions. This study gave us insight into the circumstances under which query
completion performs well, how searchers use it, and potential enhancements for the approach.
2.2.2. Other Support for Query Formulation.
Modeling the contextual factors that influence information-seeking can allow for the development
of more robust information-seeking support (Ingwersen & Järvelin, 2005). Factors that need to
be considered include relevance, uncertainty, user preferences, goals and motivation, task, and
historic/societal/organizational contexts and traditions. The ability of systems to support
information seeking may be enhanced if models can be developed that also incorporate the
context within which the systems operate. It is conceivable that the systems‘ representation of the
external context could be tuned through user input in a custom user interface. An alternative
could be that systems take input from external ―sensors‖ that report periodically on the state of
the user, their search experiences, and environmental and situational factors likely to affect them.
For example, Microsoft Exchange Server already monitors incoming communications in many
forms, including email, telephone calls, and Instant Messaging (IM), and is aware of when a user
is in meetings, where they are meeting, and who they are meeting with. With enhancements
systems can also be aware of when user attention is diverted away from their personal computer
(Horvitz et al., 2003) or their active task (Horvitz, Jacobs & Hovel, 1999). All of these factors
could be used to provide additional contextual information to a search system.
It is very seldom that a user is the first to encounter a particular information problem. Earlier in
this section we described the use of techniques that leverage previous users‘ interactions to
support the current searcher. The general focus in this area has been on passive collaboration
through the use of the interaction behavior of many users to make recommendations to the current
user population (Joachims, 2002; Agichtein, Brill & Dumais, 2006). However, an additional way
to find relevant information is through questions that have been previously posed by other
searchers. Frequently asked questions (FAQs) and Answer Gardens (Ackerman, 1998) are
5
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examples of applications whereby solutions to problems previously encountered are made
publicly accessible for the benefit of others. However, such forums do not provide a means
through which new questions can be posed and solutions sought. Social tagging (e.g,, tag clouds)
in systems such as Flickr6 and del.icio.us7 support some of these same kinds of direct access
without literally specifying a query.
The requirement for a search system to be a medium through which the user accesses a
knowledge base was necessitated by the amount of information that must be searched and the
requirement that an answer be furnished almost instantly. However, a beneficial side effect of the
growth in the size and diversity of the Web has been a growth in size of user population. These
users bring with them a diverse range of interests, expertise, and experience on a scale
unimaginable two decades ago. Online question-answering communities such as Yahoo!
Answers and Windows Live QnA leverage this user population to provide answers to user
questions in close to real-time. Questions and answers are posed and offered as a temporally
delayed dialogue written to a remote Web page visible to all who visit the site. As well as
helping individual users to find the answers to their questions, these services can support the
formulation and refinement of problem statements since they have to be presented in a way that is
understandable by others, and can be used to create a repository of questions and answers for
future reference.
As well as the passive collaboration techniques described earlier involving the use of interaction
logs of many users, research has also considered providing more active collaborative experiences
among groups of users who know each other. Collaborative search (Chi & Pirolli, 2006) is an
emerging area of interest whereby multiple users can become involved in the pursuit of a single
task. However, systems based on these principles tend to be designed for very specialized
domains and/or devices. TeamSearch (Morris, Paepcke & Winograd, 2006) is a system that
enables co-located groups of up to four people to simultaneously search collections of digital
photographs, using a visual query language designed for a multi-user interactive tabletop.
Maekawa et al. (2006) describe their system for groups of co-present people who each have a
small, Web-enabled mobile device – to improve the efficiency of searching for information
within a Web page (since scrolling through long Web pages on small screens is time-consuming),
they allow a page to be divided into several parts, each of which is displayed on a different user‘s
device to facilitate parallelization of visual search.
A few commercial products also offer support for collaboration during the performance of search
tasks. For example, the search engine ChaCha8 pairs searchers up with another person –
supposedly skilled at searching and knowledgeable about the domain of interest – who assists
them in formulating their query and suggesting interesting Web sites. The Windows Live
Messenger IM client provides a ―shared search‖ feature whereby conducting a Web search
through the client allows the list of returned URLs to be displayed to both the searcher and his/her
IM partner. Google Notebook allows a user to store clippings from several Web sites in one
document; the tool provides a facility for allowing multiple users to add content to a single
notebook. Tools that allow users to collaborate in the formulation and refinement of queries
during an information seeking episode, and could potentially benefit users in terms of coverage,
confidence, exposure, and productivity (Morris, 2007).
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The advances described at the end of this section suggest that search climate is expanding from
searching in isolation to encompass search as a social activity within a defined community of
interest. The community may comprise work colleagues, academic peers, friends and family, or
remote users with whom searchers have had no previous relationship. Interactive support for
problem expression in these communities must consider social issues such as parsing and
translating natural language questions, addressing cultural conventions, and directing questions to
those with domain knowledge. We are all familiar with human-human interaction and potentially
capable of expressing our problems in a way that is understandable to others more easily than to
systems. Involving other users in problem expression has the potential to address some of the
semantic mapping and action mapping constraints described earlier.
2.3. Results examination.
People spend most of their search time examining results returned by the search system. Results
are often presented in lists that in turn lead to the primary object. Greene et al. (2000)
distinguished overviews that display collections of results and previews that display abbreviated
views of individual objects. The overviews can be simple lists or hierarchical lists, or
visualizations, and the previews can be snippets or metadata records that stand as surrogates for
the primary object. The HCIL and other groups have created and tested various systems to
support easy movement between overviews and previews and the primary object. Some
principles of display are well established. For example, Egan et al. (1989) demonstrated the
benefits of highlighting query terms in the full text of results, and Norman and Chin (1988) and
others demonstrated that hierarchical lists should be broad rather than deep. Card et al. (1999)
assembled a book of readings on information visualization that includes examples from the
pioneering visualization work at Xerox PARC and HCIL. We illustrate aims at improving results
examination and integrating them more seamlessly with the other information seeking
subactivities with two examples from the authors‘ recent work.
2.3.1. Example: Video surrogates
The large volume and range of digital video available on WWW demands good search tools that
allow people to browse and query easily and to quickly make sense of the videos behind the result
sets. Surrogates, such as the textual ‗snippets‘ provided in the results lists of most search engines,
are essential components of good user interfaces for all search systems but are even more crucial
for video collections that offer information in multiple sensory channels and consume substantial
human and system effort to transfer and consume. We distinguish surrogates from most metadata
in that surrogates are designed to assist people to make sense of information objects without fully
engaging the primary object, whereas metadata can serve this purpose but more often is meant to
support retrieval and often is meant to be used by machines rather than people.
The mainstays of surrogation for all media are textual surrogates such as keywords and abstracts.
However, there is considerable work devoted to video classification, segmentation, and keyframe
extraction. Most of this work uses signal processing techniques focused on specific features such
as color (e.g., Jain & Vailaya, 1998), texture (e.g., Carson et al., 1997), shape/objects (e.g., Smith
& Kanade, 1998), faces (e.g., Senior, 1999), motion (e.g., Sim & Park, 1997; Teodosio & Bender,
1993) and higher level events (e.g., Qian et al, 2002; Smith, 2006), and various audio
characteristics (e.g., Foote, 2000; Li et al., 2001; Witbrock & Hauptman, 1998). The most
integrated surrogates emanating from this work are the Informedia skims (Christel et al., 1998;
1999).
Our work has focused on creating simple video surrogates, embedding them in video retrieval
systems, and conducting user studies on their effectiveness for a range of information seeking
subtasks. More than a dozen studies were conducted over a five year period for visual surrogates

such as poster frames, storyboards, slide shows, and fast-forwards and these results were
incorporated into an operational system (Open Video Project9). The results of these studies are
reported in more than a dozen papers in the HCI and IR literature (see Marchionini et al., 2006 for
a summary). Assessments were made for different variations of single keyframes (poster frames),
storyboards (arrays of keyframes), slide shows, and fast forwards for a series of recognition and
gist determination tasks, using task accuracy, time, and a battery of affective measures. Based on
these results, the current system provides storyboard previews for all videos and fast forward
previews for most of the videos.10 The fast forwards are played at 64X speed based on empirical
evidence from a comparison of a range of rates (Wildemuth et al., 2003). Over the past four
years the storyboards have been consistently used about twice as much as the fast forwards. This
illustrates people‘s desire for control over surrogates as well as the additional requirement to
launch a video player to view the fast forwards. Figure 2 shows a screen display for a preview of
a video from the HCIL symposium series.

Figure 2. Open Video Screen Display showing three kinds of visual surrogate options.
We currently are working to incorporate audio surrogates into the search process. A recent study
(Song & Marchionini, in press) was conducted to determine the tradeoffs between visual and
audio information in video surrogates. A within subjects study with 36 participates was
conducted that compared audio-only (spoken descriptions), visual-only (storyboards), and
combined surrogates effects on five kinds of recognition and sense-making tasks (write gist,
select pertinent keywords from lists, select best title, select pertinent keyframes from arrays,
select best description from list). Dependent measures included performance accuracy on the five
9

http://open-video.org
Textual metadata is also provided for all videos and many videos also have short excerpts.
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tasks, time to view surrogate, time to complete tasks and a suite of affective measures that
included confidence, and judgments of usefulness, usability, engagement, and enjoyment.
As expected from the psychological literature on dual coding (Paivio, 1986) and learning effects
of multimedia (Mayer & Gallini, 1990), the combined conditions were statistically reliably better
on most performance tasks and preferred by participants. An important result found was that
audio surrogates alone were almost as good as the combined surrogates on the performance task.
Although the visual surrogates alone were significantly reliably faster to consume, there were no
time penalties for audio and combined surrogates on task completion time. This study raised a
here-to-for unasked question about synchronization of different information channels in
multimedia surrogates. The evidence in favor of synchronized channels in the primary video is
well established. Based on our observations that people were able to easily integrate the
independent channels in the combined condition, even though they were not synchronized, it
appears that multimedia surrogates need not synchronize information from different channels if it
is clear to people that they are not coordinated. This work suggests that audio surrogates should
be incorporated into video retrieval systems, that synchronizing different channels in surrogates
may not be necessary, and that information seekers will be asked to control tradeoffs in time,
satisfaction, and performance during results examination.
2.3.2. Example: Results in Context.
In this example we describe the use of content-rich search interfaces that extract and present the
contents of the top-ranked retrieved documents, use them to promote exploration of the search
results, and use this exploration as implicit feedback to support query refinement and retrieval
strategy selection (White, Jose & Ruthven, 2005). In Figure 3 we show an example of a contentrich interface. Through applying sentence extraction techniques adopted from the summarization
community, content-rich interfaces create a polyrepresentative search environment comprising
multiple representations (or views) on each of the most highly-ranked Web documents.
As well as being represented by their full-text, documents are also represented by a number of
smaller, query-relevant representations, created at retrieval time. These comprise the title (2)11
and a query-biased summary of the document (3) (White, Jose & Ruthven, 2003) A list of
sentences extracted from the top thirty documents retrieved scored in relation to the query, called
Top-Ranking Sentences (TRS), include sentences from each document (1). Each sentence
included in the top-ranking sentence list is a representation of the document, as is each sentence
in the summary (4). Finally, for each summary sentence there is an associated sentence in the
context it occurs in the document (i.e., with the preceding and following sentence from the fulltext) (5).
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Numbers correspond to those in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Content-rich search interface.
The document representations were arranged in interactive relevance paths (the order of which is
denoted by the numbers in Figure 3), and encouraged interaction with the content of the retrieved
document set. We call this approach content-driven information seeking (CDIS) since it is the
content of the retrieved documents that drives the information-seeking process. This is in
contrast to query-driven information-seeking, where searchers proactively seek information
through the query they provide. Typically Web-search systems use lists of document surrogates to
present their search results. This forces searchers to make two steps when assessing document
relevance; first assess the surrogate, then perhaps peruse and assess the document (Paice, 1990).
Such systems enforce a pull information seeking strategy, where searchers are proactive in
locating potentially relevant information from within documents. In CDIS, it is the system that
acts proactively, presenting the searcher with potentially relevant sentences taken from the
document set at retrieval-time. The system uses a push approach, where potentially useful
information is extracted from each document and proactively pushed to the searcher at the results
interface. Searchers have to spend less time locating potentially useful information.
As the users explore the top-ranked search results through this interface, the system uses their
interaction to make suggestions about additional query terms that may be appropriate to add to
the original query, or retrieval strategies related to the estimated level of change in their
information needs during the search session. Depending on the amount of divergence from the
original request the system estimated, it would either take no action, recommend that the user
reorder top-ranking sentences extracted from the top documents, reorder the top-ranked search
results, or if the estimated change in need was sufficient, then re-search the Web.

We performed five user studies on variants of this interface, involving over 150 subjects over the
course of three years. Each user study targeted a particular aspect of the interface, from the use of
document representations to facilitate more effective information access (White, Ruthven & Jose,
2005), to different amounts of user control over aspects of the search process (relevance
indication, query formulation, and action selection) (White & Ruthven, 2006). The findings of
our research suggested that users found these content-rich interfaces useful for tasks that were
exploratory in nature (i.e., where they needed to gather background information on a particular
topic or gather sufficient information to enable them to make a decision about the best course of
action). However, the interfaces were not as effective in known-item searches where users had to
find a specific piece of information. In addition, users wanted to retain control over the strategic
aspects of their search such as the decisions to conduct new searches, but were willing to delegate
control for less severe interface actions to the system. A number of our studies compared this
interface with the traditional interface offered by Google. The findings showed that searchers
benefited from the additional information both in terms of subjective measures such as task
success and more objective measures such as task completion time.
2.4. Problem reformulation.
The need to reformulate the problem, either as expressed or internally, is a common part of
information seeking. The set of documents that are retrieved in response to a query often serves
as feedback about the effectiveness of the query or the effectiveness of the system in interpreting
the query. Deciding when and how to iterate requires an assessment of the information-seeking
process itself, how it relates to accepting the problem, and the expected effort, and how well the
extracted information maps onto the task (Marchionini, 1995).
Techniques such as Relevance Feedback (RF) (c.f. Salton & Buckley, 1990) have been proposed
as a way in which IR systems can support the iterative development of a search query using
examples of relevant information provided by the information seeker. RF is an effective
technique in non-interactive experiments (Buckley et al., 1994). However, few studies have
investigated the use of RF (e.g., Koenemann & Belkin, 1996), and have highlighted problems in
the use of RF by searchers at the interface. Typically RF systems require searchers to assess a
number of documents at each feedback iteration. This activity includes the viewing of documents
to assess their value and the marking of documents to indicate their relevance. There are a
number of factors that can affect the use of RF in an interactive context. Relevance assessments
are usually binary in nature (i.e., a document is either relevant or it is not) and no account is taken
of partial relevance; where a document may not be completely relevant to the topic of the search
or the searcher is uncertain about relevance. Previous studies have shown that the number of
partially relevant documents in a retrieved set of documents is correlated with changes in the
search topic or relevance criteria (Spink et al.,1998). Potentially relevant documents are therefore
useful in driving the search forward or changing the scope of the search. The techniques used to
represent the document at the interface are also important for the use of RF. Barry et al. (1998)
demonstrated that the use of different document representations (e.g., title, abstract, full-text) can
affect relevance assessments. The order in which relevance assessments are made also can affect
searchers‘ feelings of satisfaction with the RF system (Tianmiyu & Ajiferuke, 1988).
RF is typically treated as a batch process where searchers provide feedback on the relevance of a
number of documents and request support in query formulation. This may not be the best
approach as in interactive environments searchers assess documents individually, not as a batch,
and search is a sequential learning process (Bookstein, 1983). Incremental feedback
(Aalbersberg, 1992) requires searchers to assess documents individually; they are asked about the
relevance of a document before being shown the next document. Through this feedback process
the query is iteratively modified. The method does not force searchers to use RF although it does

force them to provide feedback and may hinder their abilities to make relative relevance
assessments between documents (Florance & Marchionini, 1995). To resolve this problem,
Campbell proposed an ostensive weighting technique (1999) that uses a ―query-less‖ interface
and browse paths between retrieved images to implicitly infer information needs. The paths
followed through such information spaces are affected by the interests of the searcher. In
Campbell‘s system, known as the ostensive browser, documents (images) are represented by
nodes and the route traveled between documents by search paths. Clicking on a node is assumed
to be an indication of relevance and the system performs an iteration of RF using the node clicked
and all objects in the path followed to reach that node. The top-ranked images are presented at the
interface and the searcher can select one of those shown, or return to a path followed previously.
There is an implicit assumption that when choosing one image that this image is more relevant
than the alternatives.
The process of retrieving relevant information is rich and complex. Bates (1990) suggested that
there are situations where searchers may wish to control their own search and there are situations
where they would like to make use of IR systems to automate parts of their search. As suggested
by Fowkes and Beaulieu (2000) the level of interface support can be varied based on search
complexity and associated cognitive load. Related empirical studies (e.g., Ellis, 1989) have
shown that searchers are actively interested in their search and are keen to feel in control over
what information is included or excluded and why. Other interaction metaphors (such as
Rodden‘s use of a bookshelf to represent the current search context) have also been used to help
searchers use RF systems (1998).
Web search systems such as Google offer RF by providing searchers with the opportunity to
request ―Similar Pages‖ and retrieve related documents. Jansen et al. (2000) showed that RF on
the Web is used around half as much as in traditional IR searches. Therefore, the design of RF
techniques for the Web needs to be more carefully approached than in other document domains as
the searchers who use them are typically untrained in how to use search systems that implement
them.
Systems such as Kartoo12, the Hyperindex Browser (Bruza et al., 2000), Paraphrase (Anick &
Tipirneni, 1999) and Prisma (Anick, 2003) have all tried to incorporate feedback and term
suggestion mechanisms into interactive Web search. Vivisimo13 uses clustering technology to
recommend additional query terms. These systems assume that Web searchers are mainly
concerned with maximizing relevant results on the first page (Spink et al., 2002), and rely on
searchers to select the most appropriate terms (selected from the highest-ranked documents) to
express their needs. These approaches typically assume top-ranked documents are relevant (i.e.,
use pseudo-relevance feedback) and give searchers control over which terms are added to the
query. If the initial query is poorly conceived, irrelevant documents may be highly ranked,
leading to erroneous term suggestions.
Interaction with feedback systems has an associated cost in terms of time and effort expended.
Reading and rating a large number of documents is a costly activity that is not always justified by
the results obtained. To be truly useful, searcher-system dialogue must have a perceived benefit to
the searcher since they may depend on it directly. If this benefit cannot be guaranteed then
feedback approaches based on passive observational evidence may be more appropriate since
searchers have no pre-conceived expectations of their performance. Implicit RF (Kelly &
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Teevan, 2003) gathers relevance information unobtrusively from searchers‘ interaction, but with a
reduced burden on them to provide relevance judgments.
One way RF can help is by suggesting additional query expansion terms for query modification
(c.f. Efthimiadis, 1996). This modification can occur interactively with searcher participation i.e.,
interactive query expansion, or automatically without searcher involvement i.e., automatic query
expansion. It is clear that the dynamism and action-oriented nature of the information-seeking
process suggests that the user should be involved at all stages. Previous research in this area has
shown that transparent query expansion interfaces (where system functionality is visible) are
much preferred to opaque interfaces (where system functionality is hidden) (Koenneman &
Belkin, 1996). Shneiderman and colleagues have advocated for user control and their active
involvement in system activities (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2004).
Today‘s search engines use the ―wisdom of crowds‖ to suggest documents that may be worth
investigating further based on the interaction decisions of many users. It is also possible to use
the query formulation behavior of a large number of users to suggest query reformulations that
others have entered (Anick, 2003). In a similar way, ―search signposts‖ (White, Bilenko &
Cucerzan, 2007) direct users to popular destinations that others have ended up following the
submission of a query and subsequent traversal of a browse path. These are potentially useful
approaches, but the most popular options for queries and documents may not always be the best
options. Depending on the nature of the task being undertaken, users may want queries or
documents that will provide them with new insights, unique perspectives, or have been visited or
created by those with specialist domain knowledge. The challenge lies in being able to extract
these queries and locations, given that they reside somewhere in the tail, and are not easily
differentiable from non-relevant items. Sites such as StumbleUpon14 use ―collaborative
opinions‖ from millions of Web surfers to help users discover new web pages that they probably
would not discover through a search engine. Bringing relevant and previously unsurfaced
documents to the attention of the information seeker will undoubtedly improve their ability to
complete their tasks more effectively (and refine their problems if appropriate).
The provision of scratchpads or temporary bookmarks allows users to store information items as
they are encountered during their search, and return to these later in the process to examine the
contents or perhaps use them in query refinement. The Google Notes feature described in the
previous section allows users to store documents and notes pertaining to documents as notes
during their search, and the Scratchpad feature in Windows Live Image Search allows users to
drag-and-drop images to form a collection during image browsing. However, once stored, these
systems provide limited functionality on how to use the stored items. Possibilities include the use
of them as RF to perform a new retrieval, visit multiple stored items simultaneously, publish
these on Web or in a word processing document, or share these with other searchers. As we will
describe in Section 2.5, information use is a vital part of the information-seeking process that is
too often ignored. White, Song and Liu (2006) described a two-dimensional workspace used to
support oral history search using concept maps created by middle-school teachers. During their
search users can drag entities such as people and locations onto this map, form relationships
between these entities, and use the concept map that emerges as the basis for conducting a new
search. As an additional feature, the workspace also included functionality to create a movie
presentation for their students automatically based on the concept map. This is an example of
how the workspaces can be used to support the refinement of searches, but also the use of
information following this refinement.
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Earlier in this article we discussed ―mediated searching‖ as a means through which a user‘s
interaction with a restricted collection can help them create better representations of information
needs before they interact with a heterogeneous collection. In situations where problem
descriptions need to be reformulated, users also may benefit from the consultation of new sources
of information or engaging in iterative dialog with systems (or users) with specific domain
knowledge. Systems that use unobtrusive methods to infer interests are called attentive or
adaptive systems. These observe the user (via their interaction), model the user (based on this
interaction), and anticipate the user (based on the model they develop). Attentive information
systems aim to support user‘s information needs and construct a model based on their interaction.
In attentive systems, the responsibility for monitoring this interaction is usually assigned to an
external agent or assistant. Examples of such agents include Lira (Balabanovic & Shoham,
1995), WebWatcher (Armstrong et al., 1995), Suitor (Maglio et al., 2000), Watson (Budzik and
Hammond, 2000), PowerScout (Lieberman et al., 2001), and Letizia (Lieberman, 1995).
Attentive systems accompany the user during their information seeking journey, and by observing
search behavior (and other behaviors in inter-modal systems) they can model user interests. Such
systems can typically operate on a restricted document domain or on the Web. The methods used
to capture this interest and present system suggestions differ from system to system. Letizia
(Lieberman, 1995), for example, learns user‘s current interests and by doing a lookahead search
(i.e., predicting what searchers may be interested in the future, based on inference history) can
recommend nearby pages. PowerScout (Lieberman et al., 2001) uses a model of user interests to
construct a new complex query and search the Web for documents semantically similar to the last
relevant document. WebWatcher (Armstrong et al., 1995), in a similar way, accompanies users
as they browse, but as well as observing, WebWatcher also acts as a learning apprentice
(Mitchell et al., 1994). Over time the system learns to acquire greater expertise for the parts of
the Web that it has visited in the past, and for the topics in which previous visitors have had an
interest. Suitor (Maglio et al., 2000), tracks computer users through multiple channels – gaze,
Web browsing, application focus – to determine their interests. Watson (Budzik & Hammond,
2000), uses contextual information, in the form of text in the active document, and uses this
information to proactively retrieve documents from distributed information repositories by
devising a new query.
All of these systems can be classified as behavior-based interface agents (Maes, 1994), that
develop and enhance their knowledge of the current domain incrementally from inferences made
about user interaction. These systems work with the user‘s searching/browsing in a concurrent
manner, finding and presenting documents to them during the search based on system inference
of relevance/current interest. To predict what might be useful, an attentive information system
must learn from a user‘s history of activity to improve both the relevance and timeliness of its
suggestions. Attentive systems are personalized, developing and revising a user model throughout
the whole search session. As the user model evolves, becoming a closer approximation to the user
after each step, it should be able to recommend new documents should a significant change in
need and/or user dissatisfaction be detected. Any new suggestions should be presented to users in
an unobtrusive and timely way, either selecting opportune moments of prolonged inactivity or in
the periphery of the current, active task. These concepts are embodied by systems with a just-intime (JIT) information infrastructure, where information is brought to users just as they need it,
without requiring explicit requests (Budzik & Hammond, 2000). Such systems automatically
search information repositories on the user‘s behalf, as well as providing an explicit, query-entry
interface. Attentive information systems can be distinguished by a few main characteristics. They
are capable of gathering information on user behavior from a number of sources, even across
multiple modalities. When only a single source is used, the probability of making incorrect
inference of user intentions is high. In contrast, with multiple sources of evidence (e.g., many

applications open concurrently) ambiguity can be removed and a more accurate user model can
be constructed. Despite the potential effectiveness of such agents, to insure user satisfaction it is
important that they provide levers and buttons through which their internal mechanisms can be
controlled. In particular it should be users who initiate actions such as new searches, monitor
search progress, and decide the order in which actions occur (Shneiderman, Byrd & Croft, 1997).
There have been attempts to create a medium of knowledge elicitation traditionally performed by
human intermediaries. From this user models can be created that can be used to select retrieval
strategies (Rich, 1983; Croft & Thompson, 1987; Brajnik et al., 1996). Systems of this nature
have focused on characterizing tasks, topic knowledge and document preferences to predict
searcher responses, goals and search strategies. These systems typically make many assumptions
about the search environment in which they operate and the searchers that use them. Search
systems such as Grundy (Rich, 1983) tried to infer user preferences by characterizing search
behavior, whereas systems such as FIRE (Brajnik et al., 1996) have attempted to individuate the
user modeling process. Systems like I3R (Croft & Thompson, 1987) used different methods to
improve query formulation and select appropriate retrieval strategies. I3R used multiple retrieval
techniques to form a better model of the searcher‘s information needs. Models were constructed
in I3R based on RF about what terms and concepts were of interest to searchers. This system
required searchers to perform an active part in explicitly defining the model and their interests
before using the system. This made users more in control of the system, and prevented the
system‘s model of relevance from deviating too greatly from the searcher‘s (correct) model.
Problem reformulation typically occurs because of unsatisfactory search results or a change in the
knowledge state of the searcher during the search. Since it is the user that determines task
completion, problem reformulation activities need to involve them as an active participant
throughout. Visualizations can be used to provide information on the overlap between result sets
and opportune areas of the information space yet to be explored. Scratchpads and temporary
bookmarks that allow important facts and documents to be stored during the process should be
offered. However, providing users with only the information they have stored may be insufficient
to move their problem closer to resolution. Searchers should be able to use the information stored
to find related information, allow users to cluster and form relationships between stored
information, and support the exploration of previously uncharted regions of the information space
using the experiences and opinions of others as a guide. Since users can only attend to a small
number of items at any point in time, they should also be supported by systems that provide
recommendations as the users search. These activities should attempt to maximize the novelty of
information they provide by searching a broad range of locations that have not yet been visited by
the searcher. However, such background system activities should only be brought into the
foreground at the request of searchers, who should have ultimate control over system operations.
2.5. Information use.
Use depends on the information seeker understanding the results of search and making a decision
that information is relevant, trustworthy, and as complete as necessary to meet the conditions of
the information problem. Understanding results is dependent on a variety of searcher cognitive
characteristics (e.g., knowledge about the search domain, inferential ability) and states (e.g.,
attentiveness), however, good system design can augment or amplify searchers‘ capabilities to
understand results. Many of the query reformulation strategies discussed above aid
understanding of intermediate results as search progresses. A collaboration of the first author and
the HCIL aimed to help people find and understand government statistics in the WWW
(Marchionini et al., 2006). This work focused on improving the vocabulary of websites (e.g.,
Hass et al., 2003), on-demand help (e.g., Plaisant et al., 2003), and exploratory search interfaces
(e.g., Kules & Shneiderman, 2006; Zhang & Marchionini, 2004) and results were applied to
websites at several US government websites.

The decision to stop searching and use some of the results is sometimes straightforward (e.g., a
known item result that clearly answers a specific question) but in most cases the decision is
satisfactory rather than optimal and searchers accept results that are ―good enough‖ (e.g., most
exploratory search problems). In either case, basic functionality at the operating system or
application software levels like cut and paste and import/export are basic supports for taking
results and incorporating them into other electronic documents. Many digital libraries provide
bibliographic reference alternatives to make citations easy and also more sophisticated citation
links that make finding related literature a simple mouseclick option. Likewise, browsers and
some search systems provide tools for harvesting text, images, data, and other search results
directly into work documents at hand.
The earlier discussion about the work environment and search environment converging at the
network-connected desktop (or mobile device) motivates efforts to more fully unite information
search and use of the retrieved information resources. Especially in cases where satisfactory
rather than optimal results are found, designers can add extensions that continue search in the
background and report back updates, build search histories that incorporate the products of use,
and integrate the search facilities into general work applications.
3. Discussion.
Information seeking is a pervasive human activity that continues to gain importance in a
massively connected world of digital information. Advances in hardware and networking have
driven enormous progress in algorithms that leverage the amount of information in databases, the
WWW, and the digital social interactions that hundreds of millions of people have each day.
System designers have also made great progress by adopting human-centered approaches to
design—conducting user needs assessments, adopting design guidelines rooted in human needs
and universal access, doing both formative and summative user studies, and listening to feedback
as people work with their systems. The confluence of these forces brings us to a renaissance in
search research and development. Each day brings novel plug-ins or applications that add to our
abilities to find, understand, and manage information in cyberspace. These advances also bring
increasingly high expectations on the part of users that will continue to drive research and
development. Three themes run throughout these innovations: interaction, representation, and
integration.
User studies and reflection on systems that have succeeded in the marketplace demonstrate that
people want to be in control over activities that are important to them, while happily acquiescing
control over routine activities to systems that are trusted. The give and take between conscious
control and automation is best managed by interactive systems that give people easy to exercise
and change choices. Interactive systems have the added value of engaging attention and this
combination makes interaction a desirable design goal. Inspired by the many dynamic query user
interfaces at HCIL (e.g., Ahlberg et al.1992,; Kumar et al., 1997; Plaisant et al., 1998;
Shneiderman et al., 2000; Williamson & Shneiderman, 1992), Marchionini and his colleagues
defined an ―AgileViews‖ design framework that aims to link multiple, rich representations with
agile control mechanisms to integrate the query-results-reformulation cycle (Marchionini et al.,
2000). Five kinds of representations (views) were defined: overviews of information spaces;
previews of information objects; reviews of past actions and results (histories); peripheral views
of contextual information related to the view in active focus; and shared views that include
collaborative or incidental representations of other people. Easy to manipulate control
mechanisms such as hovering and brushing are mapped to actions such as quick collection
partitioning, zooming and panning, and shifting focus across different views. This framework

was empirically evaluated in Geisler‘s dissertation (Geisler, 2003) with a set of instances for
video retrieval and provides a theoretical framework for design desiderata.
The trend in search has moved relentlessly toward richer digital representations. From the terse
card catalogs and bibliographic databases that yielded pointers to documents, full text systems
emerged and it is hard to find students who do not expect instant access to full text documents at
their desktops. Beyond full text, today‘s systems include a variety of data in different forms
ranging from genomic sequences to music to video to geospatial data to computer code. Consider
systems such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information15 that supports searching
across data as diverse as genomic databases and bibliographic databases, or the Library of
Congress that supports searching across laws, books, videos, sound recordings, manuscripts, and
more from the same site. Even more challenging, multimedia combinations of these rich
representations are increasingly common as mashups of retrieved data sets are integrated (e.g.,
statistical data retrieved and mapped onto real-time spatial displays). These rich representations
challenge designers to help searchers distinguish different information forms as well as topics.
Questions arise such as what level of aggregation to display in response to a query? How should
user queries be disambiguated from a data type perspective? How might queries with multiple
data types weight these different types? The most challenging issues emanate from query
specification—how to support non-textual queries? Although there are examples of systems
(e.g., hum a few bars to retrieve music; sketch a figure to retrieve an image), the state of the art is
to either provide query-by-example interfaces or expect searchers to enter text.
Finally, there is a blurring between the search activities within the information seeking process.
As we illustrated in the examples and discussions above, highly interactive systems closely
couple search expression, results examination, and reformulation – and trends look toward even
more integration in the years ahead. This integration is positive overall from a user perspective,
but can lead to heavy-weight search systems. Alternatively, there is increased integration of
search system capabilities into applications and operating systems. Today we have email
applications with built-in search as well as cross application search tools that work across
applications. It is likely that more search support will be built into all applications while
specialized search systems will emerge with advanced capabilities and alternatives for integrating
information seeking processes into daily workflows.
4. Conclusion
.
The HCI and IR communities have played a pivotal role in the emergence of search as an
enabling technology for many computer users. Ben Shneiderman has strongly influenced this
work by postulating clear principles about user control and building and evaluating a variety of
user interfaces that illustrate these principles. In this article we have used an information-seeking
framework to demonstrate the importance of this synergy in areas such as problem formulation
and expression, result examination, and information use. Technological advances and the
increased involvement of the user in information-seeking have made it easier for users to find
what they need in the well-defined cases. Although some progress has also been made in helping
people make sense of (understand) what is found, there are many opportunities to expand work in
this area further. Incorporating search into frequently used applications, such as Web browsers,
IM software, and office applications, can begin to realize our vision of a fluid and productive
search experience. Multiple perspectives on search results and information spaces, and richer
representations of documents and queries can facilitate more extensive exploration and the
resolution of more complex information problems. Many of the systems we have described in
15
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this article have focused on making users more involved in information-seeking activities; it is
vital that this continues. However, search systems of the future will also focus on making users
more informed by providing explicit support for learning and investigation within a wider work
task context.
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